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Entrance of the Divine Mother
SOLAR NEWS Volume 5, Number 9

Man has been afraid of his/her own
power. There have been many
substitutions for this energy of Light
and Love, such as the employer,
husband, wife, sexual satisfaction
without the embodiment of the
Divine Feminine, money, fame, wars
and aggression of all kinds. The
power has been hidden and not
revealed. It has been closeted as a
safeguard; but with the entrance of a
greater degree of God The Mother,
this power will become a part of the
human evolution, breaking all bonds
to slavery and imprisonment.
When you build and create with Love,
you create with power and authority.
This power has been decreed by the
Heavens above as the Christ. This
Christ is carried and always
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introduced in Its richness and
fullness by the Divine Mother.
There are checks and balances in
the carrying of power. We will go
over some of those checks and
balances now.
?
The presence of God (Power)

within must be in order. It must
vibrate Love unconditionally as the
presence of the Mother Sanctuary.
?
There must be a conscious
realization of both Mother and
Father God as the energy field to
be vibrated into life creation.
?
All life must be recognized
with reverence as a Circle. The
Circle must be connected as your
consciousness. To take an enemy
(emit a false god or authority) is to
blaspheme the Holy Spirit. Keep
the Circle alive!
?
It is the Christ within as your
consciousness that will vibrate into
creation as power. All circuits will
be open then. Love decrees and is
answered by Angels of God.
?
The Master did not succeed in
a portion of His mission when He
recognized Judas as separate
from His Christ Center. There is no
separation in Me. Judas has no
power unless released from the
Christ Circle. Sananda returns to
create a new alignment that will be
as a divine Circle within those
who remain on Earth and serve
the Light. Your consciousness
must not separate from God! And
God Consciousness cannot see or
reveal error. Divine Mind knows
only Truth. Keep the Circle!

of God stabilized on earth and
throughout the body of man,
the resurrection can begin. The
Light within becomes the
Initiation of Power rightly
used, and the God World
emerges for the initiate and for
the trusted chela, who has lived
to prosper in the God Presence.
The overseeing energy (Spirit)
of the Divine Mother will
mandate the actualization of
the power grid. When the
"time" is right, you will know
you have the power to move
heaven and earth and to create
by the Word.
Those who have been tested are
called now to wield the power
of God and to realize that
consciousness which decrees
from the highest point of
Father-Mother the universal
will and song.
There is only one power and
that is decreed by God's Word.
The Voice of the Mother will
cause Earth changes and
humanity will rise in
Consciousness Love as decreed
in the Beginning.
The God Power is
Unconditional Love. MotherFather God is Love. Any voice
you hear or instruction you
receive from the pulpit or the
bench cannot be obeyed lest it
come from Divine Love and
solar radiance. You will be
supported as you take this
walk, and you will be guarded

With the presence of the Mother
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The New City of Light and The Madonna Program
THE SPECIALS Volume 4, Number 16
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by angels. God's Word is
guarded by the Great
Angelic Field of Love and
Light. Neither Christian nor
Jew can say, I know my way
is the right way.

January 24, 1998
The Solar Logos salutes you in His
energy field of Creative Power. That
magnificent energy field that you feel
when lying in the sunshine of My own
Being.

Logos waiting, waiting as the moment
in time is expanded to say to you I AM.
And then from this point of
awareness, be that which you are in
the sacred intent of the soul, the
rhythm of Christ consciousness.

With the entrance of God
The Mother, there will be a
revelation of power.
E x e r c i s e y o u r
consciousness as the Divine
Mother. Feel Her with you
as a living and active part of
your life. The Solar Son
(Sun-Daughter) knows
both Mother and Father in
harmony as the solar roots
of the new creation. Live
prosperously with Them as
One.

You have been caught in the material
field rotating about, dizzy from its
magnification and thought forms. This
is the time to call upon the Madonna
Ray of the original creation. You are
there with Her and She adjusts Her
frequency to the I AM principle of your
life. All may dissolve under Her
magnificence but do not fear, for from
this nothingness, neutral zone, will
come forth a whole new creation: the
passing of one into another and the
trinity of life restored.

The Madonna Ray expands you ever
brightly. And all that I AM is now:
there is no future nor is there a past.
But only this second into the next into
the one. And all that I AM is yours in
Me as the circuits are extended for you
to know this, to concrete this and
anchor this idea, thought form. Truth
now passes to the earth and delivers
all into the unification of Melchizedek
and the Sun of My hand.

God's children (expression)
must rise now and
implement the power of
God's Love.
Peace be with you. And so it
is. It is a whole new day.
July 29, 2005
Seal of Melchizedek
To keep the Circle as your
consciousness, always
acknowledge and greet the
Christ, Seed of God, within
everyone. Do not break the
Seal. When you give power
to the illusion, you have no
power. You have
disconnected from the
Circle. Keep the Circle and
the Power of God, or
Witness, will miraculously
flow through you as living
Light.

Heed not the words of the material field
but heed the words of the Master.
Original creation will be restored and is
restored. It's all in how you understand
truth principles in the sacred order of
Melchizedek. This vast University
presented to you now carries with it a
challenge of new creation and the
perspective of unending service as life
intended.
May the Sun shine through your heart
into your soul. May your life be
extended, expanded so that you are
truly the sunlight of the solar level of
conscious awareness. Be now that
which was intended. Let the old life go
into the Priesthood of Melchizedek and
the presence of unified oneness. This is
the order personified now, the
greatness of the order, the center of it,
the Plan.
Heed now the message of the Solar

Behold that which you are in truth and
never leave this point of awareness. It
is the degree you have passed now
and much will be known by this and
by that which is to come yet already
is.
Peace be amongst you. And yearn not,
I already AM in the center of your
being, in the regions of your soul
awareness. Let the Madonna Ray
bless us and cover us and join with our
hearts and minds in the sacred
revelation of the Son of God on earth I
AM after the order of Melchizedek.
Peace be amongst you and the way be
shown throughout your career on
earth. And in the mind let there
always be alertness and all will be
well. Heed now these words I have
given.
Now shall they who have covered
their heads uncover their heads. May
that be known.
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The Release of the Mother Flame
SOLAR NEWS SPECIAL Volume 7, Number 2

The Book of Ra
(Note: Ann Carpenter, who was present at the
Ceremony and who is a Melchizedek Seer,
reported that I, Crystal, was holding a large book
in my hands—The Book of Ra—as I broadcasted
the Mother Flame and Her release through the
World Mother Sanctuary Vortex of the Breath.)
This is a broadcast from the Glorieta, New Mexico
station from the holy spheres of the Creative
Power and the Divine Mother.
This is Crystal speaking in the Vibration of Christ
I AM That I AM, bringing forth the Mother
Flame this day under the auspices of the Christ
and the Great White Brotherhood. I open the
Vortex here to the Flame of the Mother that She
may supply this area with Her blessed Voice and
Her Creative Power that instantly - I say instantly
- will manifest as I speak. For now we are in a
corridor of the Creative Power, the Central Flame
of the Solar Union of Man and God. And that
which is ordained to be is now in fluid action. As
the Mother speaks, it is done.
Now that the Flame has been released and the
magnificent corridor of the Creative Power has
b e c o m e a c t ive — n o l o n g e r d o r m a n t ,
waiting—but I say ACTIVE in the vibratory
accord of the Solar Union of the Melchizedek
Order and the Divine Mother Flame: this is the
time of action. It is the time of Melchizedek
order—I say, ORDER—and we will walk as
gods upon this earth! And very gently we will
walk and honor the Flame of the Divine Mother.
Every moment is sacred, not one moment can be
lost. We are in a position here that will change the
earth, but we must walk with care in this ministry.
We must say the words that are given and
offered—no other. We must see that only the ones
who are prepared can enter this Vortex or much
harm can be done if we misuse this energy.

Be at peace, My people. Take this
work seriously. You are not
divided. You are one. Send light all
over the Earth and become as I
AM: the Voice in the rhythm of
God.
THIS IS A VORTEX THAT HAS
BEEN OPENED TO THE
MOTHER FLAME AS SHE IS
BURSTING FORTH TO BE
USED, TO BE FORMED OF THE
GLORIOUS WILL OF OUR
C R E AT O R S O N C H R I S T
MICHAEL AND ALL THOSE
WHO APPEAR WITH HIM IN
THE INTELLIGENCE OF I AM.
This now brings out a new era or
dimension of Service. Walk with
care upon this earth. Lust no
more. Receive the glorious
benediction of the Holy Mother
and become a Light yourself. This
will please Her and the Father in
the Son.
With this Voice of Truth you will
remake this earth and you will
speak in Christ Light and the
Fountain will run; and we will see
great creations appear and the
Solar Son.
This Announcement has gone
forth to all the Units of the Holy
Spheres of the New Creation.
Speak only the Word. In this Word
the full supply of the Divine
Mother will cause manifestation
and Truth to appear in the Name
of Jesus, Our Lord, The Christ.
SEAL OF MELCHIZEDEK!
Let the Dance begin!

10:00 a.m.
January 11, 2008

Ancient Egypt and the Rising of
the Mother Flame
The Temple of the Divine Mother
You must embody this Flame to become the
actualization of Creative Power. No one
enters this Power without subduing the ego.
When you are asked to step in and fulfill your
destiny as a creator and out picturing of the
Goddess Flame on earth, your base chakras
cannot carry any desire of the past, sensual
pleasures or lower "man." You must be
cleared of all this and you must not eat of the
flesh of any animal brother-sister or any of
the sea creatures. You must be free of anxiety
and live for the unity of all life in the One.
Then the Mother Flame will accept you into
Herself and release to you the Creative Power
or DAUGHTER as the manifestation power,
the Word made flesh.
Do not attempt this Initiation or force it in
any way. When it is time for you to step into
this Christ Force Field of sheer Power, you
will be able to do so and to translate Power
into Christ Love for all nations and all
peoples. Harmless must be your quest and in
this way, you can enter Her and fulfill your
destiny as a god.
Crystal
University of Melchizedek
World Mother Sanctuary
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The New City of Light and The Madonna Program
Continued from Page 3

The Sacred City
And the words come to me: These are
troubled times but we have places for
you to go. We have brought cities to
earth for you with loving vibrations.
But you must be Christ-like in your
nature. Your intent must be of the
purest. And the sound of your voice
must be sweet and gentle upon all
life. And there must be no
disturbance whatsoever in the lands
of the new community. You will
work harder than you've ever
worked to maintain this energy field
of light and love for all humanity and
many shall benefit. But it's not to be
easy. You cannot heed your lower self
at all. It is to be stricken from your
thoughts. You are examples of true
life and that you must be.
(I, Crystal, have been shown that
humanity, itself, would not be the
same in development. The Earths
people would not carry the rebellion
and the resistance that has been part
of earth's history. In other words
what I saw were like growing energy
fields, growing children sweet in
their growth. And animals too. So
that there would be a responsibility
for those who had further knowledge
of the light to bestow that light on
others.
That's the way we live on other
planets and that's the way you will
live now.)

Group Transformation
The “Dark Moment of the Soul” isn't
when we lose material things. The
Dark Moment is when we cannot find
our self. The Dark Moment is the
gestation period. And out of that
emerges that Christ-like being that

you truly are, rinsed and made over
for a new creation.
In group consciousness you
create a soul body that serves the
T h i s D a r k M o m e n t i s t h e Ashram of the Master and the
transformation from self to Self. power exuded from that body is
You lose your life to find it. It is not many times more effective than
a matter of losing things but of that which can be done as a single
losing “self” or identity. You know unit or person.
not who you are until the sacred
Christ identity vibrates as your A New Awareness
truth of being. Here we have the
In soul consciousness you are
transformation of one, now we are
integrated and a part of the
ready to see the transformation of
Hierarchy. The cares of the
many into the Christ or Soul
material world are diminished.
dimension.
You are absolutely one with
Hierarchy.
The major jump now is a leap from
a sense of humanhood or personal
We are looking at a shift into soul
sense into soul consciousness. And
consciousness. Humanity - all
it's not just one person that will be
over the earth - is preparing as a
doing this! We are shifting a whole
body. We are being alerted.
group, a compatible energy field,
Perhaps a deeper meaning will
into a whole new rhythm and a
come to us of the landing of the
whole new dimension of identity
Hierarchy and the dedication to
awareness.
the reappearance of the Christ.
The Christ being that soul
So there is a dark night in that
consciousness, that soul level of the
transformation because we as group experience, which is coming to
i d e n t i t i e s m o v e i n t o g r o u p earth.
awareness and primary group
responsibility.
(Often the name “Hierarchy” is
Frequently, the individual on the
spiritual journey may still be
concerned with the personal self
(or ego). How am I going to make
it? How am I going to live? Am
spiritual enough? Have I passed
initiation? It won't matter at the
level of the soul, the solar level of
divine love. At this level of
awareness you are reunited with
those of like soul vibration. All
personal concerns are dissolved in
the awareness of unity within the
group or service to the Plan of God.

confused with phenomena. The
Hierarchy of Great Ones, of
World Servers, are those who
h a v e r e a c h e d G o d
Consciousness and have chosen
to come back to us to assist us in
our rising awareness of the Truth
of Being. Hierarchy, then, must
be God's government in the
many dimensions of Being who
serve as light, life, law and love. Crystal)
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The Crystal Temple
SOLAR NEWS Volume 6, Number 30

The Mother's Breath: an
exercise
(from THE MOTHERS FLAME)

The Mother's Temple has been
opened at Bali and the Voice of Her
Breath can be heard throughout the
atmosphere. As the sound breaks
the discordance and we hear the
richness of Her Voice, new worlds
appear. Rising now and balancing
Her Voice to be heard is the
continent of Lemuria. And the
teachers rise from this continent
and join with you to welcome the
new world, the brilliant World of
Light.
As the door is opened to the
Lemurian Temple (the Original
Temple of Creation) that faces east,
we hear the word of our Savior, the
Lord whom we know as Sananda,
speaking and blessing this Work.
Yes the Temple of Lemuria has
been opened—the gate has been
opened to hear My Voice and to
welcome the Holy Sphere as
Mother Light into this dimension.
The door has been opened to the
Temple of Lemuria and the Final
Days are here. Passing now to the
Mother's Temple in Bali, these
energies of Lemuria trace back
through eons to restore the records
of the Ancient Ones and the great
power of the Mother God. Hear
Her Voice.
The light now will go forth to Bali
and through the Pacific Islands to
send a message of the presence of
the Mother. Let this glorious Age
begin. New Zealand is embracing
this message with open arms. How
receptive this little country is! And
how great she is in her receptivity
and her love of the Mother.
Through Bali you will hear the

(a publication of the University of Melchizedek)

bells toll. And receive the
blessing of her Mother's
Voice entering this system
through the corridor we
know as Bali.
A Crystal Temple has been
erected in the etheric. It is
beautiful to behold and it is
there that the Mother waits to
be heard, Her Voice to be
Sound, as She overshadows
the island of Bali and gives
birth to twin souls. An
ancient Love is restored and
the power of the Mother is
heard. And it is time.
Therefore focus on the
Crystal Temple in the etheric
over the island of Bali and
feel and see the Records of
Melchizedek—the ancient
teachings being transferred
from the Temple of Lemuria
t o t h e C r y st a l Te mp l e
overshadowing Bali. The
Mother blesses the United
Nations Climate Change
Conference and all those
concerned ones who are
serving the planet Earth in
her time of need have been
blessed also. For the Mother
cares for Her planet and She
embraces Earth. Her embrace
is so close to Her heart that
She enters Earth and they are
one.
Let this message go out to the
ends of this Earth. This is the
resurrection and the third
day has been given.

Acknowledge and accept the Christ
identity based within your heart.
Release those old thoughts and go
there. (Without that releasing, you
cannot find Me, nor I you.) You
were made in the image and
likeness of God. Go to that place.
Here I am. Y o u r s o n . T h e n
breathe with the Mother Spirit.
Accept Her life in you.1 And the
Mother Spirit is a generous
provider. The Mother Spirit is
supply. When you hunger, I will
feed you. And the proof of the
pudding, I am told, will come.
See yourself in the Christ center.
Be clothed with that Spirit. Let it
be your energy. Let it be your
clothing of light. Take up your
citizenship in the new day.
The Mother Spirit, that divine and
Holy Breath, must obey the Child of
God.2 She is the nourisher and
completes Herself through this
action. She will fulfill that body or
consciousness with everything it
needs or desires. She is the
Provider of that Child's life. She
cannot refuse. This is Universe
Law. The Mother is intelligent
Energy. She knows and discerns
the true Child.
If there is imbalance, She will bring
balance, restore harmony. She is
the only provider of the Child. It
gives Me great pleasure to give you
the Kingdom. That is your
birthright. And that is the major
step for humanity. Sananda needs
you there.
(1 This will tum the tables of the money-changers.)
(2The infinite Child of the Universe.)
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Restoration of Creation and the Descent of the Mother
SOLAR NEWS SPECIAL Volume 5, Number 25

May 14, 2006

I

have the great pleasure to
announce that the Creative
Daughter, Universe Mother, is
now alive in Her creation and
She will move the hearts of
mankind to another way. (You
may have been aware of Her
before, but now She is in Her
place as Creative Force and has
dramatically taken charge. All
will be changed because of this.)
I speak of the AWAKENING of the
Mother on planet Earth.

Days. The Creator of this Universe
has petitioned through the Ancient
Days that the Mother Life be released
as the ruling force field for planet
Earth. There is great excitement and
quick response from the Angelic
Kingdom, as well as Ashrams of the
Ascended Masters.
No longer will wars be fought in the
name of power, greed and
nationalism. All of that is finished and
done!
Rise up and greet the Holy Mother as
She takes charge and washes clean
the hearts of humanity. I decree this
day (in the United States it is
Mother's Day) that the presence of
God The Mother has arrived in solar
union with the Father-Son. Open now
to receive this Blessed and most Holy
Mother and begin your shift in
consciousness to that divine spark of
greatness.

The Order of Mary, which has
been preserved for this time, has
just been released as a creative
circuit through which the Mother
of all creation will vibrate as the
love of God and the power
behind and within all creation.
She is the governing force and
the LAW. Many who worship the
Mother, as God's Life within
creation, will know and
The Order of Mary is the extension of
understand what is happening.
the Divine Mother into the hearts of
those who have received Her. Those
With this announcement the
who will receive will be prepared to
wave to Solar Woman begins.
enter the darkness and to emerge as
The force of this entrance not
an altered creation vibrating the
only looses the dirt of the false
Solar Light of the Mother Queen.
creation, but declares the Solar
Intent as the Universe Law by
What a Day this is! And what an
which the Force of Mary through
honor it is to announce that the
Her Office now intervenes as the
Mother flows through Her creation
Creative Power.
and is in charge of all that is. May the
Blessed Mother come to you as your
The Divine Complement of your
altered consciousness and may you
Universe Creator, who is known
feel the energy of Her presence as
as Creator or Christ Michael, will
God the Supreme.
be introduced as the
GOVERNING FORCE of the
This announcement has been given
planetary shift and Solar
by the World Mother Office. It is
Degree. This command has
finished, it is done.
come through the Ancient of
Crystal

The Rise of Mother
Earth
Continued from Page 9

The lessons forthcoming
from the University of
Melchizedek will
continue to give you
instructions as you
proceed through the
doorway into the light
fields of the Fifth
Dimension. The Solar
(Son) Energy is with you
and new vibrations come
to assist you in your
graduation into Light
Intelligence. —Sananda
A Message from Jesus
(Sananda)
I rose from the cross and
projected a higher intensity
body,
a body of light to show My
mastery over death.
This you must do also.
Rise from your cross
(whatever it might be)
into the solar radiance of
the GodSelf where I AM.
There, dwell with Me.
Project (outpicture) your
body appearance as a casing
subject to your will.
Then walk upon the earth as
love incarnate, enjoined
with Me and inclustered in
the light of AllConsciousness God.
Page 7

The Cross of the Mother
SOLAR NEWS Volume 4, Number 46

The Mother's Cross has been
lifted.
(Announced on the morning
of the planetary alignment.)
March 26, 2004

Be ones who receive My
Baptism of Light.

The World Mother, Mary, Mother
of Jesus, carries the force field of
Light for everyone. Once the Cross
is lifted, the Light in the name of
the Christ Presence is released to
all humanity without preference
or partiality.
This, then, begins the Second
Coming, as the Child of the Light
emerges through human hearts
and rises as the Christ. (The
release of self will facilitate this
program.) Mother Mary officiates
over this entrance of the Second
Coming. She is the creative circuit
through which it must come.
As tidal waves rush to earth to
heal the sanctuaries of hidden
years, the mass translation begins
its initiatory process and guides
children of the light into God's
world.
The Living Light becomes you and

you become the Living Word.
Light.
As the Great Light enters
The Christ belongs to planet Earth and reaches
everyone. There is no out to all in its wake, the
religion in the Beloved Earth trembles to become
Christ Light. All may come light and joy fills the air.
home to the Father-Mother
through this Light.
Hold not to old ways. The
Mother has come to be
Because the Mother's Cross with you as the Creator
has been lifted, the Light is Son joins with Her and
now available to everyone recognizes His face in all
and it comes as a Bestowal men.
to earth. A new
dispensation has begun.
God is coming to earth
through you. Be still and
Have the Mother in your know that I AM God, the
heart and mind. Let Her Christ on earth, the Son
birth your divine Being, emerged in Truth.
the Christ in you. And as
this occurs, the earthen You are recorded to be in
clay of yesteryears and the Time of the Mother. This
former lives fall away. You cycle will not end until all
s e e y o u r s e l f a s y o u is finished and done.
are—part of God's Body1
on earth. This is the From the Office of the
Coming of the Lord, the W o r l d M o t h e r
Headquarters,
1
as given to Crystal to be
Consciousness, Omnipresence.
released as a New Day.
Let the Christ Emergence
begin!
Seal of Melchizedek.
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The Rise of Mother Earth
A MESSAGE FROM THE ANGELIC KINGDOM
SOLAR NEWS Volume 4, Number 55

She is in the midst of rising right now
and those who are conscious of her
rising and transformation hear her
cries from her heart center.

minds a bit. The well-known exotic
animal trainer, Ralph Helfer,
experimented on one of his favorite
lions. He fed his lion only vegetarian
food for a certain period. The lion was
The world is not ready for her to rise. happy and content and suffered no ill
We know that. However, we have reactions.1
held back too long and it is time. Just
as a mother giving birth, Mother Earth Animals are closest to Mother Earth.
must bear her child that is the new They lay upon her, their paws feel her
words as vibrations and their
creative dimension.
instincts tell them when she will
Those of you who have animal rumble, storm or fill the land with
friends, who abide in your household water or fire. They are feeling her now
or in your farmyard, pay attention to and they are troubled. They want to
them. They are going through a help, but they do not know how. They
stressful time and they will need your need your understanding of what is
assurance and loving care. Just as you occurring, and you can give that to
are learning the ways of the planet them through personal contact and
and her shift to higher consciousness, communication and/or through the
so your animal friends need to know angelic kingdom. Let them know that
what is happening. In this way, they all is well—that the earth is changing
and that you are changing. Many
can help.
animals and "people of the sea" do not
You will not be killing animals soon know this and are worried and
for meat. And you will no longer even anxious. Keep your thoughts high
consider this as you will find it and your vibrations clear, so that they
distasteful. Knowing this, all animal can feel your assurance. This is
life will cease to be predatory. This cosmic change on a grand scale and
message alone, as it passes into the they know it!
grid information systems of our Earth
Mother, will create a peaceful Here is a message just received by my
vibration with the animal kingdom. angelic friend and partner, a golden
Human beings will be able to walk retriever/husky mix named Copper:
with the animals soon without fear, as "Those animals who are not ready to
did the great Albert Schweitzer. transcend will pass away from this
Recall that the Greek philosopher, earth. The others who are ready will
mathematician, and mystical teacher
Pythagoras said, "For as long as man 1 I will see if I can obtain more
massacres animals, they will kill each information about this if you are
other. Indeed, he who sows the seed interested. Ralph has trained many
of murder and pain cannot reap joy animals for films, was the owner of
and love." (Pythagoras was an Africa USA and has written a number
of books, including Modoc. He has two
incarnation of the Master Kuthumi.)
more due out soon.)
A note of interest that may quiet

continue their work here and
become angelic beings serving
2
Earth Mother."
Plants and Devas
Plants, trees, and all living
things need your help. They
want to know what is going on.
Those of you who have learned
how to broadcast into the
ethers word messages of
comfort and Christ Truth
should be doing this now.
Listen to your Inner Voice and
let messages go out into the
many realms of Be-ing to
assure all life that humanity is
changing and all life will be
happy and complete.
Expect beautiful radiations
coming from trees and plant
life. Acknowledge with a
grateful heart your connection
and partnership with the
devas, nature forces and the
angels. They all are waiting
and want to help and they need
you to be with them, as Mother
Earth drops her dense body
and becomes the lighter body
of a solar energy planet.
Walk slowly. Breathe slowly
the Breath of the Mother.
Know She is with you and is
building a new body for all life
forms. You will leave much
behind as you ascend.
2

If you would like to hear more of
Copper's wisdom, he has written a book
called Listen to the Land. Go to
http://www.melchizedeklearning.com/
bllisten.html.
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